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Limbo begins with
these two notes G3
and D3 then it fades
out into pink noise.
The intro sound is
almost gong or like a
toning fork. I believe
that’s the sound that
awakes the boy in
the forest.

Why do we play LIMBO?

Lindley discusses in his article that pleasure is the cause
when we play. It’s the pleasure triumphing over obstacles.
The loop of repetition forms anticipation for change thus
creating intelligence .

Play prepares us for survival
and the future.

LIMBO’S
PUZZLES
• The gaming experience of
LIMBO largely consist of puzzles
and booby traps. It heavily relies
on symbolism due to the lack of
dialogue and the player has to
use their imagination to solve
these puzzles when the player
fails to get the boy to next
checkpoint the boy slowly dies.

LIMBO DESIGN
• LIMBO’s design is highly
influenced by the film genre
German Expressionism. The dark,
grainy gray glow that outlines the
water and glittery specs that
floats in the air pulls that type of
imagery pulls me in for more.
• The developers did an
outstanding job with designing
the visuals were very intentional.

Why doesn’t the boy
cry?
• While playing LIMBO the player
may or not have noticed that boy
doesn’t cry, gasp or scream when
he dies.
• There are four cries: hunger,
frustration, anger and pain
humans are born doing the
hunger cry soon babies develop
an understanding there's a causeeffect when crying.
• Developers probably didn’t want
the boy to feel too “human”. Plus,
the mystery and lack of cries
attracts the player.

The dangers in
LIMBO
• LIMBO may be seen as a puzzle platform game,
but it doubles as a horror game. The boy
encounters many enemies within the game the
most notorious is the giant spider and the
hostile tribe.
• In Massumi’s essay he discusses that emotion is
a language-based feeling and shock is the affect.
Most players feel this while they encounter the
spider.
• Most people felt shock or fear towards the
spider I felt mostly anxiety and frustration
towards the creature I was always worried
when will it show up in the game.

The ending of
LIMBO
• LIMBO is a very mysterious game with
little to no information about the
location or who the boy is.
• The final checkpoint the boy is thrown
through glass, and he is back at the
beginning location of the game in the
distance he sees a little girl then the
game ends. I believe the little boy died
awhile back and he was fighting his
way through hell which is the
dangerous forest to make his way to
the other side so he could go heaven
with his sister.
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